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MET

1 June 1962

MEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD

SUBJECT: Contact with AECASSOWARY/29 on 29 May 1962

1. AECASSOWARY/29 came to Washington for the purpose of discussing
alias documentation and disguise with representatives of TSD. His documen-
tation needs were presented to !..3 (alias: C_ and
it was decided the document most useful to him would be a C_

3 L.	 Tj said he didn't foresee any difficulties
in obtaining such documentation from Frankfurt. TSD will request the docu-
mentation from MKTOPAZ and send them all the necessary details so that
the documentation can be prepared after A-29's disguise is ready.

•	 2.	 measured A-29 for a toupee and will forward
the measurements and necessary materials to MICTOPAZ. When the disguise
is ready, A-29 will be requested to travel to Frankfurt to receive instructions
on its use, or an MKTOPAZ representative will go to Brussels. (See memo
this date in A-29 file for details of request to TSD.)

3. I told A-29 that hereafter he would be accounting directly to
_D in Brussels, and I instructed him to supplyC	 with careful and

detailed accounting so as to preclude any later questioning of Steve about
the propriety of his (A-29's) expenditures, and also to minimize the
accounting problems for Steve.

4. A-29 said there was an apartment ready for him and his wife to move
into in Brussels. (It was explained to him via telephone on Thursday, 31 May,
that Steve would be away from Brussels for a couple of weeks and that he
would be. on his own. He said he could foresee no difficulties so long as- he
had a chance to talk with C .3 before his departure and to obtain an operational
advance for his first trip to Helsinki. A-29 said it would be extremely awkward
for him to change his departure plans at this late date and, as a matter of fact,
he didn't feel he could get boat reservations on such short notice. )

5. A-29 passed on the following information from A-2 which was obtained
from a recent emigre to Toronto, Canada, from Kolomyya via Poland. Source
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stated there is an "underground airport" in Karchyn near Kolomyya. There
are apartment buildings located over the airport where military personnel
and their families reside. The children of these families ride busses
daily to school in Kolomyya. This information was reported to SR/Require-
ments. Since the Canadians now make available to CIA reports of their
debriefings of recent emigres from the Soviet Union, A-2 will not be asked
to go back to Source for more specific details.
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